Golden Gate Implementation
for a Leading Private Sector Bank in India
75% reduction in effort and cost while saving 26 man days of work with the help of our Agent/Channel Partner Commission Calculation System
The Challenge

Customer wanted to create an accurate commission calculation mechanism with no error tolerance.

The requirement was critical because with huge volumes, even a marginal error could lead to significant excess outflow.

To ensure the morale of agents, all calculations and disbursals had to be done at the beginning of the month.

Customer wanted a solution which could be easily customized as per new/revised calculation parameters.

The solution required the flexibility to adapt to changing business needs and regulatory mandates from IRDA.

The solution needed to facilitate seamless integration with existing legacy systems and cater to future integration needs.

Customer wanted a robust solution that could perform numerous calculations across thousands of agents accurately and quickly.
The Solution

Clover Infotech developed a channel partner payment solution that could easily cater to the customer’s need.

It allowed dynamic setup of pricing schemes / plans / promotions / formulae for agent commissions.

The solution’s flexible architecture enabled new module to be built in / removed as per changing business needs.

The solution could seamlessly cater to increasing business load, especially at the beginning of the month.

It could generate operational as well as MIS reports and seamlessly integrate with third-party CRM tools.

The Values

After a year of operations, the solution reported seamless functioning and zero cases of error.

It bought about a reduction in time and manpower requirement by over 75%.

The commission calculation required two people to be deployed for two weeks. With Clover Infotech’s system, the effort was reduced to just two hours by one person.
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